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INTRODUCTION

After a nuclear accident releasing radioactive material into the environment the external
exposures may contribute significantly to the radiation exposure of the population
(UNSCEAR 1988, 2000). For urban populations the external gamma exposure from
radionuclides deposited on the surfaces of the urban-industrial environments yields the
dominant contributions to the total dose to the public (Kelly 1987; Jacob and Meckbach
1990). 

The radiation field is naturally influenced by the environment around the sources. For
calculations of the shielding effect of the structures in complex and realistic urban
environments Monte Carlo methods turned out to be useful tools (Jacob and Meckbach 1987;
Meckbach et al. 1988). Using these methods a complex environment can be set up in which
the photon transport can be solved on a reliable way. The accuracy of the methods is in
principle limited only by the knowledge of the atomic cross sections and the computational
time. 

Several papers using Monte Carlo results for calculating doses from the external gamma
exposures were published (Jacob and Meckbach 1987, 1990; Meckbach et al. 1988; Rochedo
et al. 1996). In these papers the Monte Carlo simulations were run in urban environments and
for different photon energies. 

The industrial environment can be defined as such an area where productive and/or
commercial activity is carried out. A good example can be a factory or a supermarket. An
industrial environment can rather be different from the urban ones as for the types and
structures of the buildings and their dimensions. These variations will affect the radiation field
of this environment. Hence there is a need to run new Monte Carlo simulations designed
specially for the industrial environments.

The calculation of doses and their reduction due to the implementation of intervention
actions can be divided into two steps. This paper (Part I) gives the results of Monte Carlo
simulations i.e. the energy transferred to the various locations in the environment during the
photon transport. At this stage, separate Monte Carlo simulations of photon transport give the
air kermas per photon per unit area due to each contaminated industrial surface at the specific
points. The contaminated surfaces are called intervention elements and the specific points are
the evaluation locations. 

The details of the dose calculation method and the effects of the interventions on the dose
reduction are presented in a second paper (Part II). In this paper, the dose rates at each
evaluation location due to the photons emitted from each specific element of the environment
are then calculated by weighting the air kermas according to the relative contamination of



each specific element, separately. Based on these particularized dose rates there are two
possibility to evaluate the doses. 

In the first approach, let us call global one, which is a usual way, the air kerma rate at an
evaluation location due to all different intervention elements being situated in the whole
environment and having significant contribution to the air kerma rate at the evaluation
location is calculated (Jacob and Meckbach 1987; Meckbach and Jacob 1988). 

In order to introduce a novel approach of the radiation transport, the so called local
approach (Gutierrez et al. 2000), the sources were distributed only in the central part of the
environment (in the central component). In this way the air kermas per photon per unit area
due to each specific deposition area being in the central component can be determined in the
whole environment at any arbitrary locations being in and outside the central component. It
means, in fact, that there is a possibility to assess separately the whole contribution of a
specific deposition area (e.g. a roof) to the collective dose. This is the novel feature of the
local approach of radiation transport. Applying the local approach authors will calculate the
total collective dose and the contribution of each intervention element to collective dose due
to a specific contaminated area. Moreover, the averted doses due to interventions applied on
each intervention element are calculated as well.

In this paper the steps towards the performation of a Monte Carlo simulations of photon
transport and their results in an industrial environment (a supermarket type) are highlighted
for the contamination with 137Cs. It was done because in the viewpoint of long-term external
exposure 137Cs is the most important radionuclide deposited. The aim of the simulations is to
calculate the air kerma per photon per unit area due to the contaminated surfaces. 

METHODS

The main character of the area studied is given by the type of environment as e.g. urban or
industrial one. Each environment is described in the terms of a set of components which
represent various types of environmental structures (for example, house with gardens, street
with walkways, multi-storey building with street, huge industrial room with parking place and
lawn) (Gutierrez et al. 2000). From these sets of components various environments can be
built up as city, garden suburb, industrial area, etc. In each component intervention elements
are defined as different type of contaminated surfaces (roof, wall, window, lawn, street,
ventilation filter) on which the interventions can be carried out. The evaluation locations are
the representative locations where radiation field due to some or all intervention elements can
be determined and to which the behaviour pattern (occupancies) of people can be associated.

Industrial areas are generally placed far from the normal living ones, i.e. their distances in
terms of the length of mean free paths characteristic to the photon energy can be considered
sizeable. Based on this idea the industrial area is considered as an independent and separate
environment from other urban areas. In this study a basic type of the industrial area is
designed and simulated. The central component of the area consists only of one huge building
with parking places, street and lawn around it. It is supposed that the building has three main
rooms: a big costumers room (75m � 90m � 8m), an office (15m � 15m � 4m) and a stock-
room (15m � 75m � 4m). The dimensions of this central component rectangle are 150 � 150
meters which can be characteristic for an average supermarket or factory. The circumjacent



area is a 3�3 lattice structure filled with components which are the same as the central
component and it can be seen in Fig.1 where the evaluation locations are shown as well.

The industrial environment differs from others as regard the dimensions of the structures
and buildings, the material composition and the source geometry. The buildings are usually
bigger compared to that in the urban environment. The shape of these buildings is simpler and
they are generally boxes with huge rooms inside. There are, however, thicker walls made of
concrete and there can be many metal and glass surfaces. The concrete walls represent a very
good shielding but, in contrast, the huge glass surfaces act as no shielding material. 

As for the source geometry there are many big horizontal areas on and around the
buildings, which can be contaminated more easily compared to the vertical surfaces. The
roofs and the concrete or asphalt areas surrounding the buildings are obvious examples. The
ventilation systems and filters are also capable to collect a considerable part of the
contamination acting therefore as sources. The indoor contaminations are, however, not taken
into account in this study.

Fig. 1. Industrial environment with supermarket buildings (the central component and the 3�3 lattice)

In order that Monte Carlo methods can be applied a detailed description of the industrial
area is needed. Each surface of an element should be considered separately and these surfaces
have to be combined to compose the environment. The construction details of the simulated
industrial environment are shown in Table 1. The compositions of the building materials are
from an earlier paper (Meckbach et al. 1988). 
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Table 1. Construction details of the buildings and their surroundings studied in industrial environment

The determination of the air kerma rates

The Monte Carlo calculations were performed with the photon transport part of the code
MCNP 4C (Briesmeister 2000). This code accounts for all the interactions between the
photons and the material (photoelectric absorption, Compton-scattering, pair production,
annihilation radiation and bremsstrahlung) using the cross section data set being attached to
the code. A very useful feature of the MCNP code is the possibility of using lattice elements.
This repeated structure feature makes it possible to describe only once the structure of the
cells that appears more than once in a geometry. This unit can then be replicated at other
locations as a lattice structure.

The source regions can be specified as special surfaces and/or volumes with given
dimensions even in the lattice structure as well. The sources used were isotropic point sources
uniformly distributed as an infinite thin layer on the top of the impermeable surfaces or
uniformly distributed in a 1 cm thick volume of soil slab. This latter was done in order to
simulate the radiation field from lawn area(s) on a more realistically way. Because there are
several types of deposition areas (walls, roofs, windows, streets, lawn) in an industrial
environment separate simulations were run for each of the area as source. Applying the global
approach of the photon transport, sources were considered up to distances from where they

a, Big rooms for a supermarket (one storey) and for a stock-room
rectangular solids: approx. 75 � 90 � 8 m  and 15 � 75 � 4 m

External walls 20 cm concrete + 5 cm insulation
Internal walls -
Roof 0.2 cm steel + 10 cm insulation + 5 cm concrete 
Windows, entrances 2 cm glass (shop window and entrance) (windows fraction ca. 7%)
Door 2 cm aluminium

b, Smaller rooms for an administrative unit at a supermarket
rectangular solids: approx. 15 � 15 � 4 m

External walls 20 cm concrete + 5 cm insulation
Internal walls Load bearing walls: 15 cm brick
Floors 20 cm concrete
Roof 0.2 cm steel + 10 cm insulation + 5 cm concrete
Windows 0.6 cm glass (normal window) (windows fraction ca. 20%) 

c, Ventilation system; three cylinders mounted on the roof of the building
Outer can 0.3 cm steel 
Filters cylinder made from glass-wool

d, Area surrounding the buildings in the components:
plane paved areas with big parking places and small lawns (140 � 7 m) without trees

Streets, parking places 20 cm concrete
Lawns, green areas 50 cm soil

e, Material densities (g cm-3) Air 1.293 � 10-3; soil 1; concrete 2.3; brick 1.8; breeze-block 0.96; 
glass 2.5; steel 7.85; aluminium 2.7; glass-wool 0.022 



have significant contribution to the air kermas in the central component. For 137Cs the
radiation emitted outside the 3�3 lattice has already negligible contribution. In contrast,
applying the local approach of the photon transport, the sources were distributed only in the in
the central component.

The detection regions (evaluation locations) were defined as boxes. The lower and upper
facets of these boxes were placed at height 0.5 m and 1.7 m, respectively. The volumes of the
boxes were chosen to be very large so that the exposure inside the boxes could be considered
as an averaged exposure. This arrangement helped reaching good statistics during the
simulation runs as well. 

According to the usual way of dose calculation the detection regions were placed only in
the central component. Four types of evaluation locations were defined as those can be seen in
Fig. 1. The supermarket middle is an air slab in the centre of the higher building while the
supermarket side is the air slab around the middle one. The office is placed in the lower-built
building part. The parking places contain all the three parking areas around the building.

Applying the local approach of the photon transport, the detection regions were placed in
the central and in other lattice components as well up to a distance at which the radiation from
the source simulated actually will still give significant contribution. The evaluation regions
were clustered based on the increasing distance from the central component. Three main areas
were selected: the central component itself, the four components which touch the central
component along its borderlines are tagged together as side one and the remained four
components which touch the central one at its corners are tagged together as corner one. In
addition, in the side and in the corner components the evaluation locations contain all the four
middle, side, office and parking areas, respectively. This arrangement means that the results
can be considered as well averaged values over the evaluation regions.

In order to improve the statistics of Monte Carlo results within unit computation time
importance sampling was applied as variance reduction method. This roughly means that after
travelling of each mean free path the number of the photons towards the detection region was
doubled, in contrast, the number of the photons travelling the opposite direction was lowered
by a factor of two. The weights of the photons were corrected (lowered or raised by two,
respectively) in order to conserve the total weight of the emitted photons. The computational
time, nevertheless, was sizeable for each separate simulation. In order to reach good statistics
(results with relative standard deviations below the level of 1-2%) up to 20-30 hours cpu time
on a computer with Pentium III 600MHz processor and 128 MB RAM were necessary. 

It should be noted that in the scenario the lawn area was quite small compared to the
paved surface (see data in Table 1.) which means that the contribution of this area to the air
kerma rates is artificially held at a lower level.

Reference surface (infinite smooth air-ground interface)

The results of the separate simulations for each intervention elements, i.e. air kerma per
photon per unit area at an evaluation location due to an intervention element as source,
Ksur,loc(E), are given relative to the air kerma of 137Cs per photon per unit area, 1 m above a
reference surface Kref(E) as ksur,loc = Ksur,loc � Kref

-1.
This reference surface is an idealized, smooth infinite air-ground interface and the

deposited radionuclides are only on the top of the ground in an infinite thin layer. The area



considered in the simulation was chosen to be a disk with a radius of 600 m. This arrangement
provided that the contribution of the photons emitted outside this area to the air kerma rate at
the centre of the disk is negligible. The calculated Kref value was obtained to be 8.39 � 10-4

pGy per � m-2 (with an uncertainty of 1 %) which is in a good agreement with earlier results
where the reference value was 8.19 � 10-4 pGy per � m-2 (with an uncertainty of a few
percent) for the source energy of 662 keV (Saito and Jacob 1995). The reason of the
difference between the values would be due to a slight modification of the weight fractions of
the air composition compared to the earlier simulations.

The demand of choosing a reference area is going to be understandable in the light of dose
calculation where there is a need to know the so-called source strengths (number of photons
emitted) of the different kind of surfaces. These numbers and their time dependencies can
most easily be determined relative to that of an undisturbed lawn where the deposited activity
is measurable with the highest confidence.

Results and discussion

The results of the Monte Carlo simulations according to the global approach of the photon
transport are presented in Table 2. It should be noted again that the radiation sources were
considered as surfaces or volumes located in each component of the 3�3 lattice. This means
that, for example, the contribution of all the nine roofs in the lattice to the air kerma rates are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the Monte Carlo simulations for the global approach, (ksur,loc)

Relative air kerma per photon per unit area � 106

Evaluation
region Evaluation area walls windows/

doors roofs filters paved
areas lawns

supermarket middle 3442 2884 108634 7.9 22302 355In the central
component:

supermarket side 5549 8830 91322 7.6 35389 411

office 18737 41019 78861 88 59998 2237

parking places 48720 7383 21093 2.5 776067 8651

Kref(662 keV) = 8.39 � 10-4 pGy per ��m-2

This table clearly shows that the highest contributions to the air kerma rate at any
evaluation location would come from roofs and paved areas if the numbers of photons emitted
per unit area were the same for each surfaces. 

Inside the building the roofs yield the highest contribution which is mainly due to the own
roof of the supermarket in the central component. The radiation from the rest of the roofs is
well shielded by the walls of the buildings considering their contribution to the air kerma rate
in parking places. Paved areas have still higher portion from the air kerma rate inside the



building. Other surfaces have almost negligible effects. These effects could change if the
surfaces emitted higher number of photons per unit area compared to, for example, that of
roofs. It is noticeable that the surfaces have higher contributions in the office as in other inside
locations. This is obviously due to the higher window fraction of the office (20%) compared
to that of the supermarket (7%). 

Outside the building the paved areas have eminently the highest contribution. The effect
of the walls is increased due to the lower shielding.

The results of the Monte Carlo simulations according to the local approach of the photon
transport are presented in Table 3. Since the source areas can always be found in the central
component the decrease of the magnitude of the radiation field as a function of the increasing
distance to this component can well be observed. In average, apart from the radiation coming
from lawn areas, this decrease is one or two orders of magnitude for the side or corner
components, respectively, supposing uniform number of photons emitted per unit area of each
contaminated surfaces. This assumption is obviously not valid in reality since the number of
photons emitted by the various kind of surfaces per unit area can change from surface to
surface after an accident. Nevertheless, these effects are covered in the second part of the
study in a separate paper.

Table 3. Results of the Monte Carlo simulations for the local approach, (ksur,loc)

Relative air kerma per photon per unit area � 106

Evaluation
region Evaluation area wall window/

door roof filter paved
area lawn

supermarket middle 2408 2598 107068 7.69 13826 85In the central
component:

supermarket side 4434 8653 89607 7.37 25805 86

office 15197 40846 75864 88 37974 1669

parking places 38200 5721 7771 0.64 673814 857

supermarket middle 821 203 1228 0.15 6806 194In the side
components:

supermarket side 865 179 1275 0.17 7783 232

office 2694 131 2384 0.18 17628 424

parking places 8391 1406 9416 1.38 87962 6996

supermarket middle 133 18 461 0.05 942 72In the corner
components:

supermarket side 221 27 480 0.06 1311 90

office 830 60 939 0.08 4803 76

parking places 2133 262 3659 0.49 14160 800

Kref(662 keV) = 8.39 � 10-4 pGy per ��m-2



From Table 3 one can see that the largest contributions to the air kerma rate comes from
the roof and the paved area having had the abovementioned assumption. To the air kerma
rates inside the building in the central component the roof contributes obviously the largest
part because this is the largest surface source being almost unshielded. The contribution of the
paved area to these air kerma rates is almost one order of magnitude lower due to the concrete
walls. The other sources (wall, window, filter, lawn) contribute much less compared to the
above mentioned ones. It is due to the well shielded source (wall) arrangements or to the
small area of the source (others). The air kerma rate outside the central building in the central
component is clearly dominated by the contributions from the paved area and the wall. In the
side and corner components the air kerma inside and outside the building is mostly
determined by the contributions of the paved area, the roof and the wall surface. The effect of
the lawn area, however, is low due to its small area. The filters have the lowest contributions
to the air kerma rates because those can practically be considered as well shielded point
sources. The contributions of the various surfaces to collective dose can undergo significant
changes because the contamination levels of the surfaces after an accident can be very
different.
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